EZ12 Series®

EZiest to Use Powerful Programming Software

EZAutomation's mission is to make programmers' lives easier so we have spent countless hours redesigning the EZTouch Editor so that you can spend minutes designing your screen faster with easily accessible toolbars, objects, tag database, and screen lists toolbar.

Project Explorer Toolbar

The explorer view allows the user to Open, Duplicate and Delete Screens with tab-based functions such as Screens, Function, Panel options, Recent Projects.

Objects on Screen’s List Toolbar

Displays all the objects on the active screen, objects outside the screen and overlapping objects.

Quickly select an object from the list to edit the attribute like general, password protection and tag names or highlight the Object.

Tags List Toolbar

The Tags list will display all the tags that are currently used on this screen with their details. Double-clicking any of these tags allows you to enter the Edit Tag Details screen and make changes to that tag.

Access individual tags without having to move objects on the screen or overlapped objects.

Panel Objects List Toolbar

Panel Objects selection toolbar lets you find the object you want quickly. Just click the object to configure all the required tags and labels to place on the screen.

Search bar allows you to search terms of the object even quicker to scroll and locate the same.

All Tags List Toolbar

All Tags list has a full list of all tags in the tag database. This list can be reordered, and double clicking on any tag will allow you to edit that tag. If you would like you can restrict this view to specific types of tags.

Newly Designed Icons, Objects Configuration, Built-in Simulator, Symbol Library, Panel Objects Toolbars
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